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In an interview with PBS (Public Broadcasting System's MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour) reporters June
10 in Venice, US Treasury Secretary James Baker said that before resuming debt negotiations with
creditors, Brazil must formulate a coherent and viable economic plan. On June 9, Brazilian Finance
Minister Luiz Carlos Bresser Pereira announced in Brasilia that his government plans to continue
its interest payment suspension on private bank loans until proposals for debt rescheduling are
seriously considered. He also mentioned that Brasilia is preparing a set of economic policies
geared toward achieving reasonable economic growth rates. According to Baker, Brazil's present
difficult situation is an outcome of reluctance for several months to adopt effective economic
policies, particularly in the area of domestic prices. He then insisted that if Brasilia adopts policies
suggested in the US debt relief initiative which bears his name, long-term results would put the
South American country on a sustainable growth path. According to Baker, the summit gave serious
consideration to the debt problem. "I think there was, in fact,...as much time spent here on the
economic side of this summit talking about debt matters as perhaps anything else." At a press
briefing, Baker described results of economic summit of the "Big 7" (United States, United Kingdom,
France, Japan, Italy, West Germany and Canada) related to the Third World debt problem. He
said the seven leaders called for the conclusion in the immediate future of plans for assisting the
poorest developing countries. The joint declaration released at the close of the summit distinguished
between middle-income debtor countries and the poorest, primarily countries in sub-Saharan
Africa, that "need special treatment" to cope with their economic problems. The declaration said,
"For those of the poorest countries that are undertaking adjustment efforts, consideration should
be given to the possibility of applying lower interest rates to their existing debt, and agreement
should be reached, especially in the Paris Club, on longer repayment and grace periods to ease the
debt service burden." Several proposals for alleviating the debt burden in the Third World were
welcomed by the seven heads of state. Included here is a proposal by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) calling for a tripling of funds for the Fund's structural adjustment facility over the threeyear period beginning next January 1. Another proposal was made by Tokyo, involving more than
$20 billion from the Japanese government and from funds raised in the Tokyo financial market.
These monies would be distributed to debtor nations via multilateral development banks and
in bilateral arrangements. The joint declaration stated that for the middle-income countries, the
summit nations "continue to support the present growth-oriented case-by-case strategy" a strategy
associated with the US Baker Plan. Support was articulated for timely and continued lending by
commercial banks, as well as for efforts by the banks and debtor countries "to develop a `menu'
of alternative negotiating procedures and financing techniques for providing continuing support
to debtor countries." Next, the seven leaders expressed support for "a general capital increase
of the World Bank when justified by increased demand for quality lending, by its expanded role
in the debt strategy and by the necessity to maintain the financial stability of the institution."
The declaration also "recalls" the target for official development assistance already promised by
international organizations of 0.7% of gross national product of the industrial countries. In remarks
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to reporters after release of the joint declaration, Baker noted that while the US, among others, fell
short of this target, consideration must be given to overall financial flows. "It's our view that the
United States, having taken 60% of the increase in exports from the Third World over the last two
or three years, is perhaps doing more than anybody else in terms of the welfare of some of these
countries." (From various news reports, including Agence France Presse, 06/10/87) In contrast to
Baker's upbeat attitude, financial and political observers are in general agreement that little was
accomplished at the Venice summit, regarding the Third World debt problem as well as other
pressing concerns. Roger Altman, former Asst. Secretary of the Treasury (1977-1980), and current
managing director of Shearson Lehman Bros., is one of these observers. He suggests in a June 11
NEW YORK TIMES article that there is little cause for optimism. For instance, the US and Japanese
economies are in a slow-growth phase, and the West German and Third World economies are
"awash" in debt. Meanwhile, the US annual balance of payments deficit runs about $150 billion per
year, while the US external debt is estimated at $240 billion, the world's largest. The debt of the five
largest developing nations stands at $320 billion, and Altman states that credit flows to these debtors
have nowhere to go but down. Foreign capital is retreating from financing the US budget deficits,
while US and European banks are cutting off credit to the developing nations. Global recession,
says Altman, is a real possibility. At this juncture, "Washington has no choice but to move on its
budget deficits, thereby slowing its debt accumulation, lowering real interest rates and spurring
investment." In addition to other recommendations for the US, West Germany and Japan, Altman
argues that Tokyo which is "sitting on the world's biggest capital surpluses" should undertake the
role of financier for the developing world. "It should pour capital into the World Bank and other
multinational development agencies and sharply increase government-to-government aid. West
Germany should make proportionate commitments."
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